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The Usborne Illustrated Thesaurus-Jane
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Bingham 2001 Designed to make it fun and easy
to find the perfect word, this illustrated
thesaurus features labelled pictures and over 50
illustrated panels add extra vocabulary.
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The Usborne Illustrated Thesaurus-Jane
Bingham 2010

The Usborne First Illustrated Thesaurus-Jane
Bingham 2017 Words and synonyms are
organised by type (adventure words, etc.) or by
topic (in a city, under the sea, etc), with both
simple words and more advanced vocabulary
included. A handy word finder at the back allows
children to look up a word and find its synonyms.
Age 5+

Junior Illustrated Thesaurus-James Maclaine
2015-09 A comprehensive thesaurus with
colourful illustrations and helpful suggestions for
alternative words to inspire creative writing.

Illustrated English Thesaurus-Jane Bingham
2015-01-01 A clearly presented thesaurus with
the-usborne-illustrated-thesaurus-usborne-reference-books

colourful illustrations and helpful suggestions for
alternative words to inspire creative writing.
Arranged alphabeticallly, and with a guide to
parts of speech and choosing and using words.
An essential and great value home or school
reference book. With internet links to
recommended websites containing useful English
language resources.

My Big Picture Thesaurus-Rosie Hore
2017-02-01 This big picture book is an inspired
way of expanding vocubulary and showing the joy
of language in a fun and highly visual way.
Scenes with various alternative verbs and
descriptions are enhanced by fantastic artwork
that makes this a beautiful gift book. Children
and adults will enjoy sharing this book or a child
can enjoy reading quietly.

Illustrated Dictionary and Thesaurus-Jane
Bingham 2010-12 Contains a comprehensive
illustrated dictionary and thesaurus as well as
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information on parts of speech, writing English
and a brief history of the English language. Ages
7+.

Illustrated English Dictionary-Jane Bingham
2014-06-01 A comprehensive dictionary with
over a thousand colour illustrations, over 10,000
entries and 25,000 straightforward definitions
with part of speech indicators, example
sentences and pronunciation guides for tricky
words. Also contains information on parts of
speech, the conventions of written English and a
brief history of the English language. Fully
revised and updated for 2014 and beyond, with
new words added and redundant words removed.
An essential and great value home or school
reference.

The Usborne Illustrated Dictionary &
Thesaurus-Jane Bingham 2007 Contains a
comprehensive illustrated dictionary and
thesaurus as well as information on parts of
the-usborne-illustrated-thesaurus-usborne-reference-books

speech, writing English and a brief history of the
English language. Ages 7+.

Junior Illustrated English Dictionary-Felicity
Brooks 2016 A great dictionary to have on hand
for reference, perfect for primary school aged
children. Designed for children in years three to
six of primary school. Part of a range of
children's dictionaries and thesauruses from
Usborne.

The Usborne Illustrated Thesaurus-David
Cuzik 2007 Synopsis coming soon.......

First Illustrated Math Dictionary IR-Kirsteen
Rogers 2013-01-01 Starting at the very beginning
with numbers and counting, this book gently and
reliably guides children and parents through the
essential math concepts needed in the first few
years at school. Readers can use it as a dip-in
dictionary or work through by subject to build up
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knowledge and skills step-by-step.

The Usborne Illustrated Dictionary-Jane
Bingham 2001-01-01 Designed as a study guide
for students preparing for their GCSEs and
beyond, this dictionary provides clear definitions
combined with carefully chosen illustrations and
diagrams to simplify difficult concepts.

Usborne Not-your-ordinary (crossed Out)
Illustrated Thesaurus-James Maclaine 2015 A
clearly presented children's thesaurus with
colorful illustrations and helpful suggestions for
alternative words to inspire creative writing. It is
arranged alphabetically, with a guide to parts of
speech and choosing and using words.

Junior Illustrated Grammar and
Punctuation-Jane Bingham 2016-06 A great
reference to help children understand the rules
of grammar and punctuation. Grammatical
the-usborne-illustrated-thesaurus-usborne-reference-books

concepts are broken down with simple, clear
explanations and illustrations. Fun exercises help
to make this a lively read, as well as a useful
reference.

The Usborne Illustrated Dictionary of MathsTori Large 2003 Split into four colour-coded
sections covering all aspects of the SAT and
GCSE curriculums, this maths dictionary covers
key concepts from algebra to APRSs, volume to
vectors and trigonometry to transformation.

Usborne Illustrated Atlas of Britain and
Ireland-Megan Cullis 2019-06-13 Take a tour of
the British Isles with this stylish, fact-filled atlas.
Lively illustrations and colourful picture maps
allow you to explore famous landmarks, towns
and cities, wildlife, customs and history along the
way. Illustrations: Full colour throughout

A Child's Introduction to Poetry (Revised
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and Updated)-Michael Driscoll 2020-03-10 This
delightful, interactive journey through the history
of the world's poetry now includes a removable
poster and access to downloadable audio,
allowing kids to listen and learn as they
experience the magic of the spoken word. Poetry
can be fun -- especially when we can read it, hear
it, and discover its many delights. A Child's
Introduction to Poetry joyously introduces kids
(and parents) to the greatest poets in history -from Homer and Shakespeare to Langston
Hughes and Maya Angelou -- and provides
excellent examples of their work and
commentary on what makes it so special and
everlasting. The book covers every style of poem,
from epics and odes, to nonsense verse and
haikus, and is filled with examples of each one.
This multimedia package encourages children to
listen, read, and learn, and opens the door to a
lifetime of appreciation of a rich literary
tradition. Also included is a removable, fold-out
poster of "Jabberwocky" by Lewis Carroll, one of
history's most iconic poems.

the-usborne-illustrated-thesaurus-usborne-reference-books

Junior Illustrated Science Dictionary-Sarah
Khan 2012-07-31 A new science dictionary ideal
for students and parents alike. Full of clear,
straightforward explanations of the key terms
and concepts from KS2 and up, with hundreds of
useful examples and illustrations. Follows the
success of the Junior Illustrated Maths
Dictionary.

Junior Illustrated Maths Dictionary-Kirsteen
Rogers 2010 This math dictionary tells it straight
and simple, explaining everything children and
parents need in order to understand math. This
book will help lay the firm foundations for maths
confidence or work through by subject to build
up knowledge step-by-step.

Illustrated Stories of Dragons- 2020-10 A
fantastic selection of dragon stories from all over
the world, gorgeously illustrated by Khoa Le, and
starring a wide variety of dragons. Here you will
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find four dragons from China who save their
country, alongside a dragon whose tears cause
tulips to bloom, and a reluctant dragon who
refuses to fight -- even when St. George comes to
town. Part of Usborne's Illustrated Story
Collections. Perfect for sharing or reading alone.
A wonderful addition to the family bookshelf and
a gift to be treasured.

Illustrated Alphabet-Felicity Brooks 2021-04
An enchantingly illustrated alphabet book with
snappy alliterative text and featuring all the
animals at the zoo. A rollicking romp through the
alphabet with the animals at the zoo, and a
different letter and animal on each beautifully
illustrated page. With animals from angry
alpacas and furious foxes to wild wombats and
zebras from Zambia, this is the perfect way to
help children learn alphabetical order remember
letter shapes and sounds.

Junior Illustrated Dictionary: Oxford Junior
the-usborne-illustrated-thesaurus-usborne-reference-books

Illustrated Dictionary 2011-Oxford
Dictionaries, 2011-05-05 This major new edition
of the Oxford Junior Illustrated Dictionary has a
contemporary, bright, child-friendly design.
There are over 400 new 3D illustrations,
photographs, diagrams and full appendices to
build vocabulary. Accessible and easy to use,
written to ensure meanings are clear, parts of
speech and inflections are given in full.

Wolves-James MacLaine 2013-06-01 Where do
wolves live? What do they eat and how do they
catch their food? Why do wolves howl? In this
book, youÆll find the answers and lots more
about the fascinating lives of wolves. Wolves is
part of an exciting series of books with easy
reading text. Book jacket.

Phonics Readers: Raccoon on the MoonRussell Punter 2015-06-01 A lively story with
humorous illustrations, ideal for children who are
beginning to read for themselves, or for reading
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aloud together. With simple rhyming text and
phonic repetition, specially designed to develop
essential language and early reading skills.
Guidance notes for parents are included at the
back of the book. Helps young children learn to
recognise the basic sounds that make up the
English language âe" vital for learning to read.
Part of a series of funny phonics readers that
children will love.

First Illustrated English Dictionary-Rachel
Wardley 2016-03-01 This is a highly illustrated
first alphabetical dictionary for children aged five
to eight. Offering more than the average
dictionary, this book contains help with simple
grammar and punctuation with example
sentences showing how words are used.

Illustrated Elementary Grammar and
Punctuation-EDC Publishing 2017-01-01 A new
illustrated dictionary full of clear,
straightforward explanations to understand the
the-usborne-illustrated-thesaurus-usborne-reference-books

underlying rules of grammar and punctuation.
Includes explanations of the rules of grammar
and punctuation, descriptions of parts of speech
and lots of examples to reinforce understanding.
A must-read for children and adults alike!

The Usborne Big Drawing Book-Fiona Watt
2013 By following the very simple step-by-steps
in this fun drawing book you can draw dolphins
diving in the sea, knights guarding a castle,
monster faces, buzzing bees, and lots, lots more.

Things for Girls to Make and Do-Leonie Pratt
2009-09 A new addition to the 'Usborne
Activities' series, packed full of great things for
girls to do.

The Usborne Children's Encyclopedia-Jane
Elliott 2001 Packed with facts, this miniature
encyclopaedia is designed to be both fascinating
and fun to use and covers a vast scope of
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information, from the Earth, its plants and
animals, to its people and discoveries.

Illustrated Fairy Tales-Sarah Courtauld 2013
This title provides a treasury of stories
guaranteed to delight and entertain young
children. It includes ten classic fairytales from
the collection of the Brothers Grimm and Hans
Christian Andersen, among others.

The Math of a Milkshake-Katie Steckles
2020-10 In The Math of a Milkshake you'll
discover the truth about pizza portions, learn
about the symmetry of fruit and conduct
probability experiments with jelly beans!

First Illustrated Grammar and PunctuationJane Bingham 2019-01-10 Children will enjoy
learning how English works with the help of this
friendly, easy-to-follow guide. Clear explanations,
fun illustrations and lively example sentences
the-usborne-illustrated-thesaurus-usborne-reference-books

take young readers on a journey of
understanding. This is the perfect introduction to
grammar and punctuation. Step-by-step
explanations introduce children to all the terms
used in the National Curriculum and build a
sound understanding of the English language.
Clear example sentences reinforce learning at
every stage and add humour and fun. Fun
quizzes throughout the book are carefully
designed to test children's knowledge and build
confidence in writing and speaking. Includes
links to websites with games and activiites to
help children with their grammar, punctuation
and writing.

Usborne Illustrated Elementary Math
Dictionary-Kirsteen Rogers 2010-01-01 Defines
key terms and concepts dealing with numbers
and number facts, calculations, shape and space,
measurements, and data.

Enchanted Shell-Sue Mongredien 2009 Far out
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in the ocean live the Shell-Keeper mermaids.
While the rest of the world sleeps, one little girl
joins them for some magical mermaid
adventures. Molly is like any other little girl
when her family move to Horseshoe Bay. So
when her gran gives her a pretty shell necklace,
Molly never dreams it could be enchanted ...or
that she could become a secret mermaid.

Illustrated Dictionary of Physics-Jane
Wertheim 2011 Arranged in six colour-coded
thematic sections, this book covers all aspects of
the physics curriculum. Key concepts and basic
ideas are clearly explained using simple text and
colourful pictures and diagrams.

Illustrated Stories from Shakespeare2014-01-01

Spanish/English word book, illustrated by
Stephen Cartwright. A thousand everyday words
illustrated with busy scenes and labelled pictures
to help children learn key Spanish vocabulary.

The Unworry Book-Alice James 2019-01-10 This
illustrated, write-in book is an unworry toolkit,
for distracting you from any anxieties, calming
you down, and providing a place to sort through
your worries and thoughts. It includes a variety
of activities, from things to write, colour and
design, to calm-down tactics and relaxation
exercises. Designed to appeal to a wide range of
ages, with a range of activities and ideas to suit
all sorts of people. Researched and developed
with a psychologist to give it weight and
relevance, and make it as useful as possible.
Includes internet links to websites that offer
support to young people and parents or carers of
worried children, and details of charities that can
help.

First Thousand Words in Spanish-Heather
Amery 2014-09-01 The classic bi-lingual
the-usborne-illustrated-thesaurus-usborne-reference-books
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Illustrated English Spelling DictionaryCaroline Young 2013 Over 25,000 words are
arranged in alphabetical order in this classic
English language reference book to help with
spelling. Usborne Illustrated English Spelling
Dictionary features useful tips and hints and
rules about spelling on each page. This book also
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contains ways to visualise words that are easily
confused, difficult to spell, or that sound the
same as other words.
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